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HYDRAULIC MODEL DETAILS

4.1

WATERFORD

4.1.1

Introduction

Waterford is an AFA subject to fluvial and tidal flood risk under the Suir CFRAM Study. Model 9 represents
the Waterford AFA and encompasses the most downstream reach of the River Suir prior to joining the
Barrow Estuary. The Waterford AFA is affected by the River Suir and two of the Suir’s tributaries, John’s
River and Lisduggan Stream. The two HPW tributaries flow from the south to join the Suir.
The Suir catchment as a whole is predominantly rural. The total contributing area at the downstream limit
2
of the model is 3,610km , i.e. the entire Suir catchment. Approximately 94% of this contributing area flow
enters Model 9 at the upstream limit (downstream output from Carrick-On-Suir Model 7). The John’s River
2
which meets the Suir within Waterford has a total contributing area of almost 52km , approximately 14% of
this comes from the Lisduggan River catchment.
The urbanised area of the Waterford city is primarily located to the central area of the AFA, while much of
the surrounding land is currently agricultural. The ground levels within the city boundary range from
0m AOD along the River Suir, to approximately 83m AOD in the Gracedieu townland.
There is a long history of flooding affecting the city of Waterford. The Waterford City Flood Alleviation
Scheme (previously named the John’s River Drainage Scheme) has been being considered since the late
1990s. A 1D hydraulic model was produced of the study area in ISIS modelling software by HR
Wallingford in 1999. Flood maps were produced from the original ISIS model. The model was reviewed
and amended with updated hydrology, by RPS in a study completed in 2008. The updated study did not
involve further hydraulic modelling. The data provided the basis for the benefitting and defended areas
shown in the hazard maps produced for this study. The study advised the design levels of the Waterford
City Flood Alleviation Scheme (WCFAS).
Details from the Waterford Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Jan, 2012) have been used to inform this
CFRAM Study report, along with the Waterford City Flood Alleviation Scheme paper presented by Gavin
O’Donovan, RPS (Feb 2014).
The WCFAS consists of the containment of floodwaters in the John’s River and the River Suir within their
respective channels through the urban area of Waterford. The works protect the city from flooding from
both rivers for events up to the 0.5% AEP in tidal areas, and up to 1% AEP in non-tidal areas. This has
been achieved through the construction of flood defences, in the form of concrete walls, glass walls,
sheetpiled walls, embankments, stormwater pumps etc. The works were commenced in 2008 and 85% of
the works have since been completed with the remaining 15% due for completion before April 2015. As
these analyses and works have already been carried out, a further hydraulic model has not been
developed under the Suir CFRAM Study. Detail of the studies carried out to determine design levels of the
flood defences constructed in the Waterford AFA, along with detail of the defences themselves are
discussed in this hydraulics report.

4.1.2

Hydraulic Model Schematisation

Data from an existing hydraulic model (unavailable) was used as a basis for determining flood risk to the
AFA and so this map illustrates the extent of the study catchment and AFA extents as applicable. Adelphi
Quay (16160) gauging station is located at the confluence of John’s River and the Suir River.

4.1.3

Hydraulic Model Construction

4.1.3.1 Critical Structures
Almost all structures along the modelled reached were accounted for in the ISIS model produced by HR
Wallingford. A v-notch weir was constructed at the time the modelling took place (1999). It is unlikely this
will have an affect on the model results as it will be drowned during a flood event. No detail on critical
structures is available.
4.1.3.2 Defences
Construction of flood defence walls and embankments for the Waterford City Flood Alleviation Scheme
(previously named the John’s River Drainage Scheme) was commissioned in 2008. Construction was 85%
complete at the time of writing this report with a predicted completion date of April 2015. The details below
show the scheme as it will be when completed.
The scheme was initially split into four phases, comprising three contracts. The first contract (Phase 1)
began in 2008, followed by the second contract (an Advanced Phase 2 & 3) in 2009. The third and final
contract was made up of Phase 2, 3 & 4 which was begun in 2012 and is expected to be completed in
April 2015.




Phase 1: Work on the River Suir (South Quays) upstream of its confluence with the John’s River
and on the John’s River northern bank to Hardy’s Bridge.
Phases 2 & 3 Advance: Due to low lying areas which flood regularly this phase was advanced.
Construction of walls along the southern bank of the John’s River in Scotch & George’s Quay and
along the northern bank of the John’s River in Waterside.
Phase 2: Work on the River Suir (south bank) downstream of its confluence with the John’s River
and on the John’s River southern bank to the Link Road Bridge.



Phase 3: Work on the north bank of the John’s River from Hardy’s Bridge to upstream of Wyse’s
Bridge.



Phase 4: Work on the Lisduggan Stream and on the John’s River from upstream of Wyse’s Bridge
to upstream of the Tramore Rd/ Inner Ring Road Roundabout.

There are 23 formal defences (18 walls and 5 embankments) in the Waterford AFA. A map of these
defences is included below. The defence walls are located along the south bank of the Suir River and both
banks of the John’s River passing through Waterford city centre. The embankments are located along the
bank of the John’s River passing through Waterford city centre. Design Flood Levels (200yr return period
event) range from 3.2mOD Malin Head on the city centre quays to 4.0mOD at the Tramore Road area;
refer to Table below.
The Waterford City Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Jan, 2012) states that the defence works protect the
city from flooding for events up to the 0.5% AEP in tidal areas, and up to 1% AEP in non-tidal areas. The
design level of the defences were set at a conservative level, at least 0.5m above the flood level in tidally
affected areas and at least 0.3m above the flood level in fluvially affected areas.
Table of Defence Design Levels
Location
River Suir Quays
Catherine Street/ Otteran Place
John’s street/ Johnstown
Bath Street/ Poleberry
Inner Ring Road/ Tramore Road Roundabout
Tramore Road

Design Flood Level (mOD Malin)
3.2
3.2
3.3
3.5
3.8
4.0

RIVER SUIR

JOHN’S
RIVER

Hardy’s Bridge

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

Tramore Road

Wall
Embankment

Map of defence locations

Table of defence location details
Type

Watercourse

Bank

Upstream Extent
(Eastings,
Northings)

Downstream
Extent (Eastings,
Northings)

1 WALL

SUIR

RIGHT (SOUTH)

259900, 112941

261320, 112307

2 WALL

SUIR

RIGHT (SOUTH)

261389, 112208

261637, 111735

3 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

261168, 112265

261365, 112243

4 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

261056, 111989

261160, 112256

5 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

260775, 111961

261043, 111996

6 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

260773, 111748

260767, 111953

7 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

260638, 111591

260772, 111737

8 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

260207, 110962

260624, 111602

9 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

260074, 110372

260226, 110901

10
EMBANKMENT

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

260047, 110380

260070, 110384

11 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

261177, 112257

261391, 112208

12 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

261051, 111975

261171, 112249

13 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

260784, 111945

261037, 111982

14 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

260793, 111751

260774, 111938

15 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

260642, 111576

260794, 111741

16
EMBANKMENT

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

260250, 110920

260628, 111587

17 WALL

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

259931, 110912

260193, 110970

18
EMBANKMENT

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

259916, 110792

259928, 110897

19 WALL

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

259857, 110716

259916, 110792

20
EMBANKMENT

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

259789, 110674

259857, 110716

21 WALL

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

259943, 110913

260189, 110957

22 WALL

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

259935, 110747

259945, 110893

23
EMBANKMENT

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

259919, 110446

259935, 110747

Table of defence standard of protection
Type

Watercourse

Bank

1 WALL

SUIR

RIGHT (SOUTH)

Standard of
Protection (AEP)
0.5% TIDAL

2 WALL

SUIR

RIGHT (SOUTH)

0.5% TIDAL

3 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

4 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

5 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

6 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

7 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

8 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

9 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

10
EMBANKMENT

JOHN’S RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

11 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

0.5% TIDAL

12 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

0.5% TIDAL

13 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

0.5% TIDAL

14 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

0.5% TIDAL

15 WALL

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

0.5% TIDAL

16
EMBANKMENT

JOHN’S RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

0.5% TIDAL

17 WALL

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

18
EMBANKMENT

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

19 WALL

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

20
EMBANKMENT

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

LEFT (WEST)

0.5% TIDAL

21 WALL

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

0.5% TIDAL

22 WALL

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

0.5% TIDAL

23
EMBANKMENT

LISDUGGAN
RIVER

RIGHT (EAST)

0.5% TIDAL

4.1.3.3 Information on Other Structures
Many cross-sections both upstream and downstream of structures in the ISIS model have been
interpolated. Interpolation was carried out by HR Wallingford using a combination of other cross-sections
and evidence from a site visit during model development.

4.1.3.4 Data Review & Quality
A range of sources of topographic data was used; channel cross-sections, Ordnance Survey mapping &
contours, surveyed spot levels and topographic site specific survey data.
There were a number of data issues concerning the ISIS model produced by HR Wallingford in 1999:





Topographical survey data provided by the OPW contained cross-sections which did not extend
far enough into the floodplain. These were extended using OS mapping.
Cross-section data was limited around structures, but a site visit by HR Wallingford confirmed that
the affected channels were reasonably uniform and so cross-sections could be interpolated.
There was limited data where the Lisduggan River joins John’s River in the Tramore Road area,
and so assumptions were made following a site visit by HR Wallingford.
Kilbarry Marshes, adjacent to Tramore Road, were modelled as extended sections, as the only
data available was from OPW cross-sections and 1:50,000 OS mapping. As such, there is
uncertainty in the storage volumes of this area.

Additional survey data was used for this CFRAM Study which was produced post-2011 and is considered
to be representative.
4.1.3.5 Model Boundaries
A hydraulic model of the John’s River system was produced by HR Wallingford in ISIS modelling software
in 1999. The model extends from approximately 100m upstream of Tramore Road/Ballindud junction on
John’s River, and just upstream of Lismore Park on the Lisduggan River, down to the confluence of John’s
River and the River Suir. The water profile in the study area was determined by two factors, the tide level
in the Suir and the flow in the John’s River. Downstream of Hardy’s Bridge (see map in Section 4.1.3.2),
the design flood profile is dependent on the tide alone. At the Tramore Road, upstream of the Inner Relief
Road Roundabout, the design flood profile is governed by the flow in the river only. In the 2km interactive
reach between these two points the flood levels are affected by the relative timing of the peak tides and
flows.
In 2008, a review of the tidal design water levels produced by HR Wallingford was carried out to account
for the updated OPW policy of providing protection in tidal areas of up to 200 year return period events
(0.5% Annual Exceedance Probability) and to incorporate the records from a water level gauge installed
by the OPW at Adelphi Quay in 1999. No model data was available from HR Wallingford.
Annual maximum water levels in Waterford city were available for over 30 years from a number of sources
- old reports, gauge at ESB Station in Great Island, Waterford Harbour (9km downstream of Waterford
city) and annual maximum levels were also available for the new OPW gauge at Adelphi Quay (at South
Quays, Waterford).
The annual maxima method was used to determine the annual exceedance probability and corresponding
return periods. The Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) family of curves (straight line for Gumbel
Distribution) was applied to data and the line was extrapolated to determine the larger return periods. The
method appears to have produced reasonable results with the mean annual water level, Z bar, of
2.54mOD giving a return period of approximately 2.3 years. Also, for examples, the 50% AEP water level
of 2.56mOD was exceeded 5 times and the 10% AEP water level of 2.79m AOD was exceeded 1 time, in
a 9 year time period, which was to be expected. The results of this analysis led to new 1%AEP and
0.5%AEP event water levels in the River Suir of 3.12mOD and 3.22mOD respectively. This represents an
increase of 0.24m and 0.22m on previous 1%AEP (2.88mOD) and 0.5%AEP (3.0mOD) events.
To calculate the updated flood extents, the tidal boundary was set to the updated tidal levels which
determined the levels downstream of Hardy’s Bridge. The profile was taken from the ISIS model and
applied to the updated tidal levels. No change was made to the upstream reaches of the John’s River and
Lisduggan River where there is no tidal influence. As such the flood extents in the upstream reaches have

not changed from those produced by HR Wallingford. Updated flood extents were across the tidally
affected reaches of Waterford City which enabled a conservative calculation of flood defence design
levels.

Table 1 - Design Flood Levels

Location

1% AEP WL

Quays –
River Suir
Tramore Road –
Johns River

0.5% AEP WL

Min Flood
Defence Level

3.2

3.7

3.9

4.2

4.1.3.6 Model Roughness
This study used the data from the ISIS model produced by HR Wallingford. No change was made to the
model roughness. Limited information is available on the model roughness used. The HR Wallingford
reports states that 0.04 – 0.05 Manning’s ‘n’ was used for Lisduggan River and 0.04 – 0.055 Manning’s ‘n’
for the upstream reach of John’s River at Kilbarry Marshes. A review of local mapping and photographs
suggests this is a reasonable approach.

Kilbarry Marshes (John’s River in foreground)
(Photograph source: Google Streetview)

View of Lisduggan River near Cork Road
(Photograph source: Google Streetview)

4.1.4

Hydraulic Model Calibration, Verification and Performance

4.1.4.1 Key Historical Floods
The Waterford Flood Alleviation Scheme (WCFAS) is currently 85% complete; the predicted completion
date is April 2015. When the scheme is complete Waterford city centre will be protected during a 0.5%
AEP tidal event or a 1% AEP fluvial event. This section briefly summarises the historical flood events
prior to commission of the WCFAS. During the construction stage (2008 to present), a small number of
flood events have occurred, in particular January and February 2014, these events are discussed
below. No known flood events have occurred in the undefended suburbs of Waterford city centre.

January &
February 2014

A series of severe storms hit the Irish coast in early January 2014. Extreme water
levels were experienced throughout the coastal areas of the country due to high
astronomical tides combining with low atmospheric pressure and surge from storm
force winds. Extreme water levels were experienced in Waterford City with the flood
level in the River Suir and the John’s River reaching a level above 2.8mOD Malin in
the city on both the 3rd and the 6th January.
Some low-lying areas in the city, including some properties but mostly roads, did
experience some flooding from tidal waters overtopping the river banks. However,
an even more extreme event was experienced in early February 2014. Conditions
similar to the January event resulted in water levels of over 3.0mOD in the River
Suir and at high tide on the morning of February 3rd up to 40 properties in the
Poleberry area where badly flooded.
However, properties along the River Suir Quays and along Scotch Quay and
Waterside on the John’s River that would, under such conditions, have been under
water where mostly unaffected by the floodwaters. It is estimated that over 180
properties in these areas would have been flooded in the February event if not for
the completed flood defence works.
All the low-lying areas affected by the flooding in January and February 2014 will
also be protected on completion of scheme in April 2015.

October 2012

Waterford train station had to be closed due to flooding (see photo below) caused
by heavy rain. No further information is available.

November 2009

Waterford City was affected by this event where flooding was reported along the
Tramore Road and the Quay. Minimal information has been found regarding this
th
event. The Munster Express (27 November 2009) stated that “...the past week has
been extraordinary in terms of rainfall and flooding in the country. Some counties
like Cork and Clare have been badly hit but Waterford city, which used to have a
major flood problem in the past along the quays, fared better than most. The
Tramore road is continually a problem with the bog road flooding frequently. The
Waterford Quay defences were strengthened a number of years ago and they are
holding firm.”

Pre-2008

Prior to the commission of the WCFAS, serious flooding was regularly experienced
in the city due to high water levels in the River Suir and the John’s River. This
flooding was most frequent in the flowing areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The South Quays
Scotch Quay
Canada St/ Newtown Rd/ Park Rd
Waterside
Poleberry
Tramore Rd/Inner Ring Road Roundabout
Tramore Road

All locations mentioned above will be protected up to the 1% AEP fluvial and 0.5%
AEP tidal events on completion of the WCFAS.

4.1.4.2 Gauging Stations
Data was used from two tidal gauges and other sources to determine the design water levels for this
study. Detail of the two gauges and the other sources used is below. Further detail of the final design
levels and the calculations is included in Section 4.1.3.5.
Adelphi Quay (16160) - This gauging station has continuous water level data from 1999 – 2007 (9 years
data). The data from this gauge was used to calculate the design water levels for a range of extreme
events.
ESB Gauge, Great Island, Waterford – This gauging station has records from 1982 to 1989 and from 1999
(OPW calibrated) to present (Feb 2008); a total of 8 years data. The gauge, being located approximately
9km further downstream along the River Suir and at the confluence of the River Barrow may be subject to
different conditions to Waterford City. A comparison of high water level events at Great Island gauge and
corresponding levels from Adelphi Quay gauge was made for the years 1999-2007. On average the water
level for these events is approximately 0.18m lower at Great Island than Waterford City. The annual
maximum water levels were determined from the data set 1982-1989 and corresponding water level

events were estimated for Waterford City by adding 0.2m to the recorded levels.
Additional data was used from the ‘Preliminary Report – Remedial Improvements to John’s River’ by E.G.
Pettit in 1997, and from a table showing extreme water levels in Waterford received from the Harbour
Commissions as far back as 1937. This provided a total of 12 years data.
4.1.4.3 Consultation and Other Information
Local Authority Consultation not yet taken place.
4.1.4.4 Comparison of Flows
No model is available for comparison of flows.
4.1.4.5 Model Stability
No model is available for assessment of stability.
4.1.4.6 Model Assumptions, Refinements & Limitations
The unavailability of the original ISIS model produced by HR Wallingford is a limitation as detailed review
of the model cannot be carried out. The water profile taken from the ISIS model and used with the updated
tidal levels to create the updated flood outlines does not account for any alterations to the channel
between 1999 and the present day.
A new hydraulic model has not been produced for the Waterford AFA with the defences included. The
limitations of this are that a detailed defended flood map is not available. The defended flood map used in
the risk maps has been produced by removing the benefitting areas from the original flood map.
Climate change has not been accounted for in this study. The design levels of the flood defences in the
city centre have 0.5m freeboard and so account for this.
4.1.4.7 Summary of Model Calibration and Performance
th

HR Wallingford calibrated the ISIS model to two recorded events, the first occurred on the 28 September
1999. This event involved very low river flows with a Spring tide. This allowed the model to be calibrated
th
against an in-bank tidal event only. The second event occurred on the 6 November 2000, and involved a
high river flow combined with a low tide. It is estimated that the river flows has approximately a 1:3 to 4
year return period on John’s River with a lower return period on Lisduggan River, based on comparison
with the results from FSR in Section 2. This calibration event was used as the main event, with the
September 1999 event being used for verification. Calibration of this event was successful and the model
was deemed fit for purpose. This model has since been superseded, and this study has updated the
hydrology used. Approximately 0.2m was added to the water levels from the ISIS model and so the
calibration is still deemed acceptable.
4.1.5

Sensitivity Analysis

To be completed in the final version of the report.
4.1.6

Discussion of Flood Hazard and Mechanisms

Waterford city centre is partially and will shortly be comprehensively defended from flooding during the
0.5% AEP tidal event coinciding with the 1% AEP fluvial event, and from the 0.1% AEP tidal event
coinciding 0.1% AEP fluvial event. As the flood extents are extremely similar, discussions below refer to
“the modelled events”. Below is a discussion of the areas which will remain at risk from the Suir River,

John’s River and Lisduggan River following completion of construction of the defences.
Along the River Suir, upstream and downstream of the city centre, and along the northern bank of the Suir
adjacent to the South Quays, floodwaters exceed channel capacity causing localised flooding during the
modelled events. This area is undefended. Flooding affects Waterford railway station, industrial land and a
small number of properties along the north bank of the Suir River.

Railway Station

SUIR RIVER

0.5% tidal coinciding with 1% AEP fluvial flood extent (Flood wall = red line)
South of Waterford city centre, along Tramore Road flooding is shown to affect shrub land. Tramore Road
has been raised out of the floodplain but the surrounding land still remains affected by flooding from
John’s River.
Upstream of where the Lisduggan River joins John’s River flooding occurs. This affects Cork Road, but
doesn’t affect any properties.

Cork Road
LISDUGGAN RIVER

0.5% tidal coinciding with 1% AEP fluvial flood extent
Along the western edge of Waterford city centre floodwaters exceed channel capacity in the Lisduggan
River during the modelled events. The flooding is localised and contained to a band parallel to the
watercourse. Approximately 30 properties are affected at Lismore Park, see flood extent below. This area
is undefended.

LISDUGGAN RIVER
Lismore Park

0.5% tidal coinciding with 1% AEP fluvial flood extent

4.1.7

Conclusions and Recommendations

To be completed in the final version of the report.

APPENDIX A1 WATERFORD
Model Reference:

HA16_SUIR9

AFAs included in the model:

Waterford

Primary Watercourses / Water Bodies (including local names):
Name
SUIR RIVER
JOHN’S RIVER
LISDUGGAN RIVER
Software Type (and version):
(a) 1D Domain :
N/A

(b) 2D Domain:
N/A

(c) Other model elements:
N/A

x-y Coordinates of River (Upstream extent):
x

y

River Name
SUIR RIVER

256940

114140

JOHN’S RIVER

258520

112230

LISDUGGAN RIVER

259600

107710

Total Modelled Watercourse Length:
1D Domain only Watercourse Length:

19.6 km (approx.)
N/A

2D Domain Mesh Type / Resolution / Area:

1D-2D Domain Watercourse
Length:
N/A

Survey Information
Survey Folder Structure:
First Level Folder

Second Level Folder

None available (data taken from HR
Wallingford survey data)

Survey Folder References:
Reach ID

Name

File Ref.

Third Level Folder

N/A

Hydraulic Boundary Table:
N/A
Hydraulic Model Parameters:
MIKE 11
Timestep (seconds)

N/A

Wave Approximation

N/A

Delta

N/A

MIKE 21
Timestep (seconds)

N/A

Drying / Flooding depths (metres)

N/A

Eddy Viscosity (and type)

N/A

MIKE FLOOD
Link Exponential Smoothing Factor

N/A

(where non-default value used)
Lateral Length Depth Tolerance (m)
(where non-default value used)
Model Handover Notes:
N/A

N/A

HYDRAULIC MODEL STRUCTURES

N/A

HYDRAULIC MODEL DELIVERABLES
MIKE FLOOD
N/A

MIKE 11 - SIM FILE & RESULTS
FILE
N/A

MIKE 21
N/A

MIKE 11 - NETWORK FILE
N/A

MIKE 11 - DFS0 FILE
N/A

MIKE 21 RESULTS
N/A

MIKE 11 - CROSS-SECTION FILE
N/A

MIKE 11 - HD FILE & RESULTS FILE
N/A

Quality Assurance:
Hazard Mapping Constructed by:

Gavin O’Donovan

Hazard Mapping Reviewed by:

Laura Howe

Hazard Mapping Approved by:

Stephen Patterson

MIKE 11 - BOUNDARY FILE
N/A

